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Abstract - Empirical studies of parimutuel wagering markets almost universally find that bettors systematically overbet 
longshots and underbet favorites.  This favorite-longshot bias has been interpreted as evidence of the risk preference of horse 
track gamblers.  More recently the skewness of returns has been explicitly included into the representative bettor's utility 
function in addition to the variance and the mean of betting returns. The anomalous finding of risk preference in previous 
studies is consistent with the omission of the skewness of betting returns from the utility function.  In this research we 
thoroughly re-examine the mean-variance-skewness utility model using horse track betting data from Hong Kong and Japan 
where there is no favorite-longshot bias.  Using robust statistical tools, we find evidence in support of risk aversion and 
skewness preference when the favorites are sufficiently overweighted. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Most empirical studies of betting behavior at horse 
tracks have found evidence of market inefficiency.  
The most common inefficiency is that favorite or 
low-odds horses are systematically underbet relative 
to the longshot horses; this is called the favorite-
longshot bias.  Thaler and Ziemba (1988) call the 
favorite-longshot bias is a robust empirical regularity.  
Exceptions to the favorite-longshot bias anomaly are 
reported by Busche and Hall (1988) and Busche 
(1994).  They analyze data from Hong Kong and 
Japan and find that betting returns are equalized 
across horses in all favorite positions.   
 
Several explanations have been given for the 
existence of the favorite-longshot bias.  The most 
well received explanation among economists has 
been that the favorite-longshot bias simply reflects 
the risk preference of horse track bettors. See for 
example Asch and Quandt's (1990) article entitled, 
``Risk Love.''  The most recent explanation, and one 
that we explore in this research, is based upon the 
intuition of the well-known Friedman-Savage (1948) 
utility function: Golec and Tamarkin (1998) consider 
a pure preference for skewness so that the 
representative bettor's utility function is defined over 
the first three moments of returns and not just mean 
and variance.  Their empirical findings provide 
evidence that horse track gamblers are risk averse and 
have a preference for skewness. 
 
In this paper, which extends and improves the 
analysis of Busche and Walls (2000), we estimate the 
cubic utility model using data from horse tracks in 
Hong Kong and Japan—tracks where there is no 
favorite-longshot bias.  We employ the robust-to-
outliers quantile regression model to estimate the 
parameters of the mean-variance-skewness utility 

function for several different versions of the horse 
track data.  In each case, we find no significant 
favorite-longshot bias..  We do find support for the 
cubic utility model in which utility is increasing in 
the mean returns and in the skewness of returns, but 
decreasing in the variance of returns.  The findings in 
this paper provide support for the results of Golec and 
Tamarkin (1998). 
In the following section we briefly set out three 
alternative methods of quantifying bettor behavior.  
Section 3 provides a description of the data and 
presents the empirical results.  Conclusions are 
summarized in Section 4. 
 
II. TESTING BETTING BEHAVIOR  
 
2.1. Objective and Subjective Probability 
Estimates 
If a betting market is efficient, then subjective 
probabilities will reflect the actual win frequencies as 
tabulated from horse race results.  There will be no 
difference between the objective and subjective win 
probabilities after accounting for sampling variance.  
The method of grouping data and calculating 
statistics to test the hypothesis of market efficiency 
was first developed by Ali (1977). Horses are first 
separated into groups by their subjective win 
probability as approximated by the fraction of money 
bet on each horse. The fractions of money bet on 
horses in each probability category are compared 
with the fractions of wins in each category. Rosett 
(1965) demonstrated that if risk-neutral bettors have 
unbiased expectations of win probabilities, then the 
proportion of money bet on a horse will equal the win 
probability.  If the difference between bet fraction 
and win fraction is zero, the return from each horse 
will be equalized at the average loss due to the track 
extracting a portion of the betting pool.  We can test 
the null hypothesis that the bet fraction equals the win 
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fraction in each subjective probability category by 
treating the number of wins as a binomial statistic. 
Very large or small z-statistics, as compared with the 
upper or lower percentage points of the normal 
distribution, provide statistical evidence of 
overbetting or underbetting on horses in each 
category.  
 
2.2. The Mean-Variance-Skewness Utility 
Function 
Another way of quantifying and testing betting 
behavior is based on a representative bettor's utility 
function.  Modeling bettors' utility is based primarily 
on the work of Ali (1977) where a representative 
bettor has utility function u(.).  A bet on horse h 
returns X_h dollars if the horse wins and zero 
otherwise.  The utility function is normalized so that 
the utility of a winning bet on the longest-odds horse 
is unity and the utility of any losing bet is zero.  In 
this formulation, the utility of a winning bet on horse 
h is u(X_h)={p_H}/{p_h}, where p_H is the 
objective win probability on the least-favorite horse 
and p_h is the objective win probability on horse h. 
The approach of Golec and Tamarkin (1998) is to 
approximate the unknown utility function u(X_h) by 
expanding a third-order Taylor series.  The Taylor 
series approximation results in an estimable cubic 
utility model u(X_h) = a + b_1 X+ b_2 X^2+ b_3 
X^3 + u.  In this model risk-neutrality is implied 
when b_2=0, risk preference is implied when b_2>0, 
and risk aversion is implied when b_2 < 0.  
Skewness-neutrality is implied when b_3=0, and 
skewness preference and aversion are implied when 
b_3>0 or <0, respectively.  If skewness and variance 
are highly correlated, and skewness is not 
incorporated into the analysis, bettors could appear to 
have risk preferences when in fact they prefer 
skewness and are risk averse. 
 
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
3.1  Data Description 
Data on win bets and race outcomes are from the 
Japanese Central Racing Authority for Japan and 
from the Royal Hong Kong Jockey Club for Hong 
Kong.  These data were obtained from Busche and 
Walls (2000).  Horse races from Hong Kong and 
Japan are combined in the analysis because the two 
groups of tracks are similar in the behavior of bettors 
(Busche and Hall, 1988; Busche, 1994).  Combining 
Hong Kong and Japanese data provides a larger 
number of races.  This is especially important when, 
later in the analysis, the data will be conditioned on 
the presence of a heavy favorite.   The data are 
grouped into categories on the basis of the subjective 
win probabilities.  As done in Busche and Walls 
(2000), the data are partitioned  into eighteen 
categories to make the empirical results comparable 
to those reported by Golec and Tamarkin (1998).  
Golec and Tamarkin (1998) provide a detailed 

discussion of the rationale for choosing the 
probability cutoffs so that there are more categories in 
the high-probability range. Following their general 
approach, the probability ranges have been selected to 
equalize the amount of money bet on each category 
of horses.  This  weights favorites more heavily than 
grouping to equalize observations. 
 
Favorites can be weighted even more heavily by 
conditioning the races analyzed on the presence of a 
heavy win favorite. For example, the entire analysis 
could be conducted using only races in which the 
first-favorite has at least 30% of the bet fraction. This 
results in a non-random sample, but it permits a close 
replication of the work of Golec and Tamarkin (1998) 
and thus allows a direct comparison of our 
conclusions with theirs.   
We now quantify bettor behavior using the two 
alternative metrics for the entire sample of horse 
races and subsamples of races with at least a 30%, 
35%, 40%, 45%, or 50%  win favorite.  
 

sub-P  obj-P   mean    var      skew    z-stat 
.515   .526   -.175     .612     -.050    -.277 
.386   .402   -.161    1.043      .423    -.648 
.317   .327   -.168    1.421     1.248    -.474 
.277   .273   -.201    1.692     2.238     .241 
.246   .236   -.221    1.955     3.384     .684 
.221   .209   -.228    2.241     4.781     .881 
.200   .211   -.145    2.722     6.347    -.957 
.181   .183   -.177    3.015     8.567    -.242 
.162   .168   -.158    3.492    11.561    -.662 
.147   .146   -.189    3.824    14.939     .033 
.131   .125   -.227    4.163    19.213     .877| 
.117   .119   -.173    5.028    26.434    -.349 
.103   .108   -.152    5.896    36.029    -.878 
.090   .081   -.264    6.062    45.509    1.716 
.075   .074   -.207    7.845    71.488     .418 

.060   .060   -.181   10.363   122.690    -.213 
.043   .045   -.138   15.489   265.097   -1.153 
.018   .017    .061   65.331  3951.762    1.267 

 
U(X) = -0.009 + 0.025X - 3.18e-4X^2 + 2.78e-6X^3 

(.0092) (.0026) (1.582e-4)  (1.88e-6) 
 

Table1: Data and Estimates, Full Sample 
 

3.2  Estimation Results 
Table 1 shows the descriptive statistics and 
estimation results for the full sample of Japanese and 
Hong Kong horse races grouped by subjective win 
chance (sub-P).  There is a consistent pattern of 
variance and skewness increasing, with skewness 
increasing faster than variance, as the objective 
probability (obj-P) declines.  Golec and Tamarkin 
(1998)  recognize that the negative relation of 
variance and skewness to objective probability, along 
with the favorite-longshot bias commonly found in 
previous empirical analysis, is potentially consistent 
with a utility function defined over the first three 
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moments of the returns distribution. Variance 
increases as win chances fall and skewness increases 
even more; this is consistent with the cubic utility 
hypothesis.  The z-statistics for the null hypothesis 
that the subjective win probability equals the 
objective win probability show  plainly that we 
cannot reject the null hypothesis that the bettors' 
subjective probabilities are equal to the true win 
probabilities. The cubic utility estimates, shown in 
the bottom panel of the table, indicate that utility is 
increasing in mean and skewness and decreasing in 
variance.  The coefficient on the mean return is 
significant at the 1% marginal significance level, but 
the coefficient estimates on the variance of returns 
and the skewness are only significant at the 6% and 
16% levels, respectively.   
 
We also examined subsets of races in which there 
was a heavy favorite.  The theory underlying the 
cubic utility model states that  favorites must be 
weighted more heavily than longshots in order to 
observe the third moment in the utility function.  As a 
result we expect the estimates from the cubic utility 
model to more strongly indicate skewness preference 
and risk aversion when the data are conditioned on a 
heavy favorite.   
 

sub-P  obj-P   mean    var     skew   z-stat 
.595   .658   -.112     .407    -.174   -.845 
.490   .500   -.190     .655     0      -.164 
.440   .405   -.262     .797     .275    .740 
.399   .420   -.160     .972     .309   -.506 
.364   .376   -.169    1.144     .625   -.319 
.337   .348   -.168    1.294     .939   -.330 
.316   .316   -.194    1.405    1.317    .003 
.279   .292   -.155    1.725    2.068   -.489 
.219   .200   -.264    2.156    4.734    .927 
.182   .188   -.172    2.946    8.043   -.366 
.154   .159   -.170    3.615   12.768   -.376 
.133   .132   -.203    4.167   18.477    .067 
.113   .116   -.183    5.077   27.424   -.236 
.096   .099   -.180    6.106   40.526   -.317 
.079   .071   -.278    6.754   58.309   1.158 
.061   .059   -.226    9.523   109.86    .384 
.042   .041   -.205    4.434   250.60    .149 

.016   .015    .050   71.112  4739.94   1.121 
 
U(X) = -1.75e-4 + 0.018X +1.02-4X^2 +2.32e-6X^3 

(.0042) (.0013) (7.740e-5) (8.57e-7) 
Table 2: Data and Estimates, Conditioned on a 30% Win 

Favorite 
 

Table 2 shows the descriptive statistics and 
estimation results for the sample conditional on a 
30% or greater win favorite.  Again we find that there 
is no systematic deviation of subjective win 
probabilities from the objective win probabilities, 
indicating that there is no systematic betting bias.  
The estimates of the  cubic utility model show that 
utility is increasing in mean returns, but increasing in 

variance and in skewness.  The coefficient on 
variance was not statistically significant, though the 
coefficients on  mean returns and skewness were 
significant at the 1% and 2% levels, respectively. 

sub-P  obj-P   mean    var     skew    z-stat 
.630   .688  -.124     .346     -.166   -.550 
.535   .568  -.155     .542     -.110   -.398 
.486   .530  -.133     .663     -.066   -.635 
.455   .391  -.314     .731      .278   1.009 
.428   .422  -.213     .845      .243    .102 
.403   .401  -.207     .934      .362    .037 

.380   .431  -.087    1.097      .318  -1.028 
.360   .358  -.201    1.138      .715    .038 
.271   .256  -.234    1.697     2.466    .465 
.202   .204  -.195    2.520     5.869   -.059 
.163   .184  -.101    3.571    10.986  -1.110 
.138   .135  -.220    3.887    16.367    .210 
.117   .104  -.290    4.322    23.262    .991 
.098   .110  -.108    6.407    40.326   1.153 
.080   .076  -.239    6.984    58.800    .422 
.060   .052  -.307    8.59    100.573   1.218 
.041   .043  -.167   15.231   265.998   -.379 
.016   .013  -.005   70.954  4992.308   1.451 

 
U(X) = -5.06e-3 + 0.019X -1.97-4X^2 +1.56-6X^3 

(.0031) (.0011) (6.590e-5) (7.06e-7) 
Table 3: Data and Estimates, Conditioned on a 35% Win 

Favorite 
Table 3 shows the descriptive statistics and 
estimation results for the sample conditional on a 
35% or greater win favorite.  Again we find that there 
is no systematic deviation of subjective win 
probabilities from the objective win probabilities, 
indicating that there is no systematic betting bias.  
The estimates of the  cubic utility model show that 
utility is increasing in mean returns and skewness, 
and decreasing in variance.   The coefficients on 
mean, variance, and skewness were significant at the 
1%, 1%, and 2% marginal significance levels, 
respectively. These results, conditional on a 35% win 
favorite are strongly supportive of the cubic utility 
model.  
Table 4 shows the descriptive statistics and 
estimation results for the sample conditional on a 
40% or greater win favorite.  Again we find that there 
is no systematic deviation of subjective win 
probabilities from the objective win probabilities, 
though extreme longshots do show evidence of being 
overbet.  The estimates of the  cubic utility model 
show that utility is increasing in mean returns and 
skewness and decreasing in variance.  These results 
are all statistically significant at the 1% level, 
providing strong support for the cubic utility model.  
Table 5 shows the descriptive statistics and 
estimation results for the sample conditional on a 
45% or greater win favorite.  Again we find that there 
is no systematic deviation of subjective win 
probabilities from the objective win probabilities, 
though extreme longshots do show evidence of being 
overbet.  The estimates of the  cubic utility model 
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show that utility is increasing in mean returns and 
skewness and decreasing in variance.  These results 
are all statistically significant at the 1% level, again 
providing strong support for the cubic utility model. 
 

sub-P  obj-P   mean    var     skew   z-stat 
.657  .712  -.1256    .308     -.160   -.385 
.571  .635  -.120     .444     -.166   -.572 
.529  .565  -.1499    .555     -.109   -.364 
.496  .487  -.2202    .638      .024    .097 
.471  .511  -.1422    .702     -.027   -.479 
.454  .388  -.3133    .743      .294    .839 
.436  .471  -.1404    .828      .086   -.470 
.419   .33  -.3716    .797      .511   1.258 
.377  .409  -.1203   1.113      .430   -.526 
.231  .217  -.2472   2.038     3.983    .421 
.178  .179  -.2038   2.899     8.249   -.026 
.144   .15  -.1642   3.896    14.908   -.389 
.120  .112  -.257    4.339    22.117    .448 

.099  .119  -.0526   6.590    39.603  -1.492 
.080  .083  -.1793   7.366    60.077   -.275 
.060  .051  -.3223   8.444    99.493   1.085 

.041  .047  -.0822  16.978   298.504  -1.167 
.015  .010  -.2287  57.705  4272.753   2.572 

 
U(X) = -3.78e-3 + 0.014X -2.41-4X^2 +2.91e-6X^3 

(.0027) (.0009) (5.250e-5) (5.43e-7) 
Table 4: Data and Estimates, Conditioned on a 40% Win 

Favorite 
 

sub-P  obj-P   mean    var     skew   z-stat 
.685   .709   -.164    .286     -.141  -.118 
.610   .704   -.074    .358     -.192  -.588 
.570   .630   -.127    .446     -.161  -.425 
.540   .623   -.088    .502     -.180  -.631 
.522   .493   -.245    .584      .012   .239 
.501   .473   -.256    .615      .052   .240 
.483   .545   -.098    .677     -.101  -.561 
.470   .544   -.087    .696     -.103  -.697 
.459   .345   -.399    .682      .365  1.114 
.324   .274   -.276   1.386     1.650   .768 
.197   .192   -.228   2.497     6.155   .132 
.151   .172   -.099   3.880    13.226  -.771 
.124   .097   -.379   3.554    18.165  1.219 
.100   .123   -.039   6.587    38.824  1.270 
.080   .080   -.210   7.102    58.314  -.026 
.059   .049   -.334   8.469   102.173   .929 

.039   .048   -.024  18.854   346.110  1.318 
.014   .008   -.370  49.080  3793.637  2.609 

 
U(X) = -5.54e-3 + 0.013X -3.38-4X^2 +4.17e-6X^3 

(.0028) (.0009) (5.260e-5) (5.23e-7) 
Table 5: Data and Estimates, Conditioned on a 45% Win 

Favorite 
 

Table 6 shows the descriptive statistics and 
estimation results for the sample conditional on a 
50% or greater win favorite.  Again we find that there 
is no systematic deviation of subjective win 
probabilities from the objective win probabilities 
across favorites and longshots, though some longshot 

categories are significantly underbet (sub-P = 0.105) 
and other longshots are significantly overbet (sub-P = 
0.058).  The estimates of the  cubic utility model 
show that utility is increasing in mean returns and 
skewness and decreasing in variance.  These results 
are all statistically significant at the 1% level, again 
providing strong support for the cubic utility model.  
 

sub-P  obj-P   mean    var     skew   z-stat 
.709  .666  -.240    .2881     -.109    .148 
.652  .806  -.004    .2378     -.179   -.625 
.615  .666  -.133    .3754     -.162   -.230 
.592  .705  -.052    .3738     -.206   -.550 
.571  .457  -.375    .4627      .054    .585 
.553  .729   .052    .4102     -.271   -.962 
.539  .710   .036    .4378     -.268   -.978 
.529  .421  -.363    .5568      .132    .629 
.520  .564  -.132    .5818     -.114   -.262 
.508  .500  -.214    .6178     0        .051 

.257  .181  -.407   1.5815     3.281   1.129 
.168  .134  -.369   2.5608     8.782    .816 
.131  .118  -.287   3.7797    17.356    .417 
.105  .157   .181   7.4398    38.077  -2.117 
.081  .073  -.290   6.3733    52.743    .432 
.058  .026  -.645   4.6828    60.162   2.389 

.037  .050   .082  21.9638   421.831  -1.537 
.013  .007  -.366  53.0247  4406.283   1.830 

 
U(X) = -9.12e-3 + 0.016X -5.35-4X^2 +5.75e-6X^3 

(.0033) (.0011) (5.810e-5) (5.40e-7) 
Table 6: Data and Estimates, Conditioned on a 50% Win 

Favorite 
 

CONCLUSIONS 
 
We have examined the behavior or horse track 
gamblers in Hong Kong and Japan using two 
different methods.  The empirical results show that 
bettors in Hong Kong and Japan behave in a way that 
is generally consistent with market efficiency:  
subjective win probabilities do not often deviate from 
objective win probabilities, and there is no evidence 
of a favorite-longshot bias.  Betting behavior is 
consistent with the mean-variance-skewness cubic 
utility model when favorites are suitably 
overweighted.  A statistically significant preference 
for mean returns and skewness, and a significant 
aversion to risk is found when conditioning on a 
heavy favorite.  The cubic utility model can explain 
the anomalous risk preference found in most of the 
existing research on horse track gambling and it is 
also consistent with bettor behavior in parimutuel 
gambling markets in which there is no systematic 
favorite-longshot bias.   
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